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Element 3 – Development Report 
 

From the outset of not just the digital sculpting module but the second year of my degree, I knew I 
wanted to do two things on my modules: build upon my already existing knowledge and create work 
that can be used not just to submit for grades, but my art portfolio.  Reflecting on this module in 
hindsight, I am proud to say that I believe I have achieved both of these things. 

Sitting at approximately forty-million polygons, my final design consists of more than 48 separate 
subtools. Most of the character model (excluding the skull and cape) were all built upon an already 
existing tool in zBrush named “DemoSoldier”.  Whilst this character was the base for my model, I had 
to modify the base significantly to achieve the final look I was after – this involved deleting many 
existing sub-tools, re-meshing and re-sculpting the model to get the thin build I was after.   

Once this was done, I was able to use masks to create the basic forms of clothing, which I then used 
zRemesher, PolyGroups and several sculpting brushes to redefine the asset.  A typical workflow 
would be: 

Mask off asset > Mesh, Extract > Mask, make polygroups > Select Polygroups, Invert Polygroup 
selection > Modify Topology, Delete Hidden > zRemesher > Dynamesh (if applicable).  

This gave me the base for my shirt, vest, shirt sleeves and pants.  For more complex items like shirt 
and vest collars, I used the curve brush tool to generate the model – which proved to be efficient in 
creating good topology for the respective clothing elements.   

Whilst I tried my best to keep my sculpt entirely within zBrush, I opted to use Autodesk Maya to model 
several assets due to my familiarity with the interface.  Assets such as blood vials, blood tubes and 
facial cybernetic enhancements were modelled in Maya and later brought into zBrush.  For Dracula’s 
shoes, I did a basic blockout inside of Maya before sending to zBrush.  Using this workflow for more 
“hard surface” assets helped me create models much quicker than what It would have taken me to do 
in zBrush, however If I were to do this next time I would be adamant in keeping it all within zBrush.   

With my sculpt defined to a high poly count I was ready to sculpt surface detail. For this module, 
another personal goal was to create a likeness sculpt. Because of this, I opted to use Texturing.xyz’s 
“male_fullface_04” asset – an incredibly high quality megascan being almost 700mb. This meant 
cropping it into several “sections” which I used to sculpt onto the model.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other alphas I used for the completion of this sculpt, including Cloth Folds, Leather and scratches, 
were all sourced from either inside zBrush or Pixologic’s Alpha Download center [2].   

1. Windows Explorer Screenshot of Displacement textures I cropped to use on face sculpt. 
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For some subtools such as the blood vials, shirt and model base, I needed high quality surface detail 
that I couldn’t achieve through alphas. Therefore I used the “surface noise” feature within zBrush, 
which helped me quickly generate high quality surface detail.  With my polycount quickly increasing, 
so did my save file size.  Consequently, I began increment saving .ZTL files instead of .ZPR to cut 
down on file size.  I ended up with more than 84 file saves by the time the sculpt was finished.  

Looking back, overall I am satisfied technically with what I was able to achieve. However, I did 
encounter a major problem when It came to posing. After creating a skeleton and binding it to my 
mesh, zBrush would consistently crash and corrupt my save file. This meant that I had to use masks 
and the transpose gizmo to “pose” my asset, which slightly hindered the final look of my final sculpt as 
it wasn’t as dynamic as I originally intended it to be. Nevertheless, I am still immensely happy of what 
I was able to achieve due to working remotely due to COVID-19 and the limited access to tech.  

Where I am most pleased with my final sculpt is certainly on a visual level.  As stated above, I was 
eager to create a recognisable likeness sculpt in this module and decided to use Sir Christopher Lee 
as my reference. Being arguably the most famous portrayal of Dracula I wanted my final piece to 
visually reference some of the many Dracula movies Christopher Lee did, which included giving him 
facial hair from Jess Franco’s Count Dracula (1970) or the bloodshot eyes from Prince of Darkness 
(1966).   

In his own right, Christopher Lee is a titan of an actor and had a prolific stage and music career 
spanning decades.  During the process of the sculpt, I decided that I wanted to reference some of his 
filmography on other components. This included giving him Count Dooku’s cape clasp and Belt from 
Star Wars: Attack of the Clones (2002), the end of Saruman’s staff on the Blood Vials from The Lord 
of the Rings trilogy and more.  

When It came to polypainting my model, I carefully chose what colours to use. For Dracula’s skin 
tones, I wanted him to appear incredibly “cold”, which meant painting flesh tones as normal and then 
washing it over with varying shades of cyan and purple. This was one of my first attempts at painting 
human skin tones for a 3D asset and, whilst I am happy with the outcome, I would have moved to 
spend more time on perfecting the look.  I also used the spotlight tool to paint an image of an eye 
sourced online [3] 

Looking back, I would have made several visual changes to try and add to the overall mood and 
atmosphere of the model, such as sculpting a higher-quality base, a visually-stronger looking 
“cybernetic eye” and focusing more on the polypaint quality of the vest and leather jeans.   

At the start of this project, I had two outcomes I wanted to achieve: build upon my already existing 
knowledge of zBrush and create a sculpt I could use for my portfolio. I am proud to confidently say 
that I have achieved both of those things and have a newfound interest in likeness sculpting.  
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